Uncemented total hip arthroplasty in patients less than twenty-years
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INTRODUCTION

There are a variety of aetiological factors that may result in arthritis of the hip in the adolescents (16,25,28,50). Avascular necrosis of the femoral head and juvenile rheumatoid arthritis are such.
conditions that may lead to disabling arthritis of the hip (20,35). The disability imposed by arthritis can compromise the daily living of these young patients. There are, therefore, not infrequent occasions when orthopaedic surgeons may encounter very young patients with end-stage arthritis of the hip necessitating surgical intervention.

A number of surgical treatment strategies including arthrodesis (4,9,51,52), resection arthroplasty (7,40), resurfacing arthroplasty (1,2,22,42), and total hip arthroplasty (THA) (3,13,24,37,54) are available to address end-stage arthritis of the hip in adolescents (5,8,34,44,46). Hip resection arthroplasty and arthrodesis are functionally unappealing and most-ly unacceptable options for these patients (7,40,45,51). The high activity level, repetitive loading, and excessive demand placed on the hip on the other hand lead to accelerated failure of THA in this group of very young patients. In one study evaluating the outcome of cemented THA in 63 patients, poor or fair outcome was observed in one-half of the patients at medium term follow-up (53). The conclusions of that study were that THA should be reserved for carefully selected patients for whom no alternative procedure exists.

Although compromised survivorship of THA in the young and very active patients cannot be disputed, improvements in the design of prosthesis and introduction of alternative bearing surfaces in recent years have lead to increasing number of THAs being performed in active and younger patients (19,21,27,41,47). The outcome of uncemented modern generation THA for patients in their first and second decade of life is largely unknown. Based on the information from previous series (6,10,12,14,17,32,38,39,43,48,53), it is difficult to ascertain the clinical outcome of THA in a very young patient subgroup, as the combined results for many ages are usually reported, with a much greater number of THAs performed in older patients.

This study was conducted to evaluate the clinical and radiographic results of modern design uncemented THA in patients less than twenty years of age.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Demographics

Using an institutional computerised database we identified 25 patients (35 hips) who were twenty years or younger when they underwent uncemented THA between the years 1993 to 2003. The cohort included 17 females and 8 males with a mean age of 17.64 years (range : 13.5 to 20) at the time of index operation. The mean weight of the patients was 55.6 Kg (range : 27.7 to 83.9) and the mean height for the patients in the study was 161.6 cm (range : 134.6 to 182.9).

Preoperative diagnosis

The underlying diagnosis was avascular necrosis (16 hips), juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (9 hips), developmental dysplasia of the hip (2 hips), spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia (2 hips), Legg-Calves-Perthes disease (2 hips), post-traumatic arthritis (3 hips), and pseudo rheumatoid chondrodysplasia (1 hip). Rheumatoid arthritis was polyarticular in all patients.

Surgical data

All patients received regional anaesthesia during hip arthroplasty. The procedure was performed with the patient in supine position and through an anterolateral approach. An uncemented HA plasma sprayed acetabular component (Universal II, Biomet, Warsaw, IN or Trident PSL, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, NJ) and a proximally coated, tapered, collarless, femoral stem (Taperloc, Biomet or Accolade, Stryker Orthopaedics) with HA was utilised in all patients (figs 1 to 4). All components were inserted press fit and supplemental screw fixation of the acetabulum was used whenever appropriate. The bearing surface utilised was alumina ceramic on ceramic (Trident, Stryker Orthopaedics) in two hips, ceramic on cross-linked polyethylene in 22 hips, and metal on polyethylene in 11 hips. The head diameters used were 11 hips with 22 mm, 21 hips with 28 mm, and only 3 hips received a 32 mm head.

The mean operative time was 65.7 minutes (range : 50 to 95). The estimated external blood loss was 268.9 ml (range : 150 to 650). No postoperative suction drains were used. Prophylaxis for infection, namely a second generation cephalosporin (Ancef) for 24 hours, and an oral anticoagulation for six weeks were administered.
Prior operations

Seven hips had a history of previous operations, which consisted of open reduction and internal fixation in 3 hips, synovectomies in 2 hips, osteotomies in 2 hips, and a vascularised graft in 1 hip.

Follow-up

Clinical and radiographic data on all patients were collected prospectively. Patients were contacted on regular basis, which included, in most cases, examination at three months, six months, one year, and every year thereafter. Institutional review board approval was obtained prior to review of the clinical material. Follow-up averaged 6.6 years (range: 4.2 to 10). All but 4 patients (6 hips) were followed for a minimum of four years, failure of prosthesis, or until death. These 4 patients were lost to follow-up. Their follow-up ranged from 2 months post-operatively to 2 years post-operatively. In all 4 cases the patients moved and/or changed their phone number and therefore could not be contacted.

Radiographic evaluation

Serial anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of the operated joint were reviewed to assess the position of the prosthesis, loosening and wear. Definitely loose components were defined as those that demonstrated a complete lucent line on any radiograph, femoral subsidence of 2 mm or more (18), or acetabular component migration or tilt (18). Possible loose components were defined as those with greater than 50% but less than 100% lucent line on any radiograph or those with a progressive radiolucent line. The femur was divided into seven zones (23) and the acetabulum into three zones (15) to evaluate the location of lucent lines.
Functional evaluation

Clinical outcome was measured using the Harris Hip Score for total hip arthroplasties \((36,49)\), Western Ontario McMaster (WOMAC), Krackow Activity Scale (KAS), and the Short-form 36 \((30)\). The KAS score allowed us to determine the level of ambulation at latest follow-up for each patient.

Statistical analysis

The changes in hip function scores were evaluated with the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Individual risk factors were analysed with the Fisher’s exact test. Continuous risk factors were analysed with a two-sample t-test. A ninety-five per cent confidence level was used for all tests.

RESULTS

Functional outcome

The mean preoperative Harris Hip score was 51.9 points (range: 40.1 to 82.3) and improved to 77.3 points (range: 60 to 99) at latest follow-up \((p = 0.0017)\). The SF-36 (Physical health dimension) improved from a preoperative mean of 43.5 points (range: 34.4 to 51.4) to 63.8 points (range: 35 to 100) at the latest follow-up \((p = 0.0022)\). The SF-36 (Mental health dimension) improved from a preoperative mean of 58.5 points (range: 39.1 to 71.3) to 80.2 points (range: 49 to 100) at the latest follow-up \((p = 0.0005)\). Significant improvement was also noted in SF-36 dimensions of Physical Function \((p = 0.0001)\), Role-Physical \((p = 0.0015)\), Social Functioning \((p < 0.0001)\), and General Health Perceptions \((p = 0.0008)\). The mean postoperative WOMAC score was 11.6 points (range: 0 to 27). The mean KAS score was 11.1 points (range: 7 to 15).

Prior to THA arthroplasty 2 patients were unable to walk, 8 patients were household ambulators and the remaining patients were limited community ambulators. All patients who could ambulate used gait aids prior to surgery. At latest follow-up, 10 patients (15 hips) could ambulate six or more blocks, 3 patients (5 hips) could ambulate fewer than six blocks, and 1 patient (1 hip) could ambulate indoors only, requiring no gait aid. Seven patients (11 hips) are currently attending undergraduate or graduate school. One of these patients is attending graduate school during the evening while working full-time during the day. Eleven patients (13 hips) currently hold full-time jobs. The positions range from lawyer to nurse midwife to web merchandiser to animator. Two patients currently are on maternity leave since they recently gave birth without any complications.
Radiographic finding

On preoperative radiographs all hips had complete loss of joint space. All femoral components were well-positioned. All except one acetabular component were placed within 35-45 degree of inclination and 10-20 degree of anteversion according to measurements done using a computer software (OrthoView® Southampton Hampshire, UK) on plain AP radiographs. One acetabular component was in a vertical position, with excessive anteversion, and in inferior position. At the final follow-up, all components were deemed to be stable and osseo-integrated. Progressive complete radiolucent lines, indicating a loose prosthesis, were not present in any hips. Incomplete radiolucent line was detected around the femoral component in one hip in Gruen zones (18) 1 and 7. Gross polyethylene wear, indicated by eccentric position of the femoral head, was not present in any hips. Femoral stem subsidence greater than 2 mm had not occurred in any hips.

Revisions/reoperations

At the latest follow-up of this study, one patient had undergone a bilateral polyethylene exchange due to wear at 10 years after index operation in 1993. This was done at an outside facility; however the operation record was obtained for this study. According to the outside operation record, the liners were changed due to severe wear. There was mild to no osteolysis associated with wear in these hips. All components were well fixed and hence were retained.

DISCUSSION

Total hip arthroplasty is undisputedly a successful and safe surgical procedure with excellent long-term outcome in older patients (11,31,33,55). The outcome of THA in the younger patient population is not, however, equally rewarding (5,34,44,46). The higher failure rate of THA in the younger patients has been attributed to the high activity level and the excessive demand imposed on the prosthetic hip (5). A number of improvements in prosthesis design and the delivery of surgical care have been introduced in recent years to improve the longevity of the THA in general, and in the younger patients in particular. The introduction of modern generation uncemented components may be considered as one such advancement that has lead to an increasing number of THAs being performed in the younger patient population.

Uncemented THA is generally considered the prosthesis of choice for treatment of hip arthritis in young patients (29,33,39,43). Modern generation uncemented THA has been shown to have an excellent, and in some cases superior outcome compared to cemented THA (12,14,17,26,53). Majority of the studies reporting the outcome of THA in the young, however, include patients in their fifth, fourth, and third decades. There is paucity of data on the outcome of uncemented THA in adolescents who may on occasion require THA as the surgical treatment of choice. A multitude of childhood conditions may lead to end stage arthritis of the hip in the adolescents that may require surgical intervention. Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, avascular necrosis, haemoglobinopathies, and post-traumatic arthritis are examples of some disease that may afflict the children and adolescents. Despite improvements and recent refinements in medical treatment for these conditions and juvenile rheumatoid arthritis in particular, progressive joint destruction leading to severe disability may occur in some of these very young patients (16,20,28). Because of failure of medical therapy to control the symptoms, these patients become candidates for surgical interventions.

Although a number of surgical options such as resection arthroplasty or arthrodesis may be considered, hip arthroplasty because of its functional superiority and predictable outcome is elected for these patients. Total hip arthroplasty for adolescents has been carried out in some centers (5,8,34,44,46). An early study by Torchia et al (53) reported on the outcome of 63 consecutive cemented THAs in 50 adolescent patients. The study demonstrated that the probability of failure (defined as revision or symptomatic loosening) increased steadily over time and reached 45% after 15 years. The probability of radiographic loosening after 15 years was 60% for the acetabular component and 20% for the
femoral component. A number of specific variables were associated with a significantly higher probability of failure, which included a history of more than one previous procedure involving the hip, unilateral arthroplasty, previous trauma involving the hip, the absence of other disease that limited function of the ipsilateral lower extremity, a high post-operative level of activity, and a preoperative weight of more than 60 Kg. The outcome was considered to be excellent in 10 hips (19%), good in 16 (31%), fair in one (2%), and poor in 25 (48%). Most of the poor results were due to symptomatic loosening of the acetabular component. Based on their findings, the authors concluded that total hip arthroplasty in adolescents should be reserved for carefully selected patients for whom alternative procedures are contraindicated or unacceptable. As all the patients in that study received cemented THA and the majority of failures related to the cemented acetabulum, the authors recommended that fixation of the acetabular component with cement should not be performed in these very young patients.

To our knowledge, there has been no specific study evaluating the outcome of uncemented THA in patients younger than 20 years. The latter provided the impetus for the current study. We have found that uncemented THA was successful in restoration of function and relief of pain for all very young patients in the cohort. A large number of patients became able to ambulate independently and were able to perform daily activities including attending school. At short term follow-up there were no complications, failures, or reoperations. At time of this report there was only one revision surgery and that was due solely to severe polyethylene wear. Intraoperatively both components were found to be well fixed and stable. Although these findings may appear encouraging, longer term follow-up is needed to confirm or refute the longevity of THA in adolescents. Nonetheless, early failures such as fractures and early loosening that had occurred in some patients in the study by Torchia et al (53) did not occur in this patient group.

There is a multitude of reasons that may explain these encouraging early findings. First and perhaps foremost relates to the fact that all of these patients received modern generation of uncemented, and not cemented, prosthesis. The tapered femoral components utilised because of their geometry, can be press fit with minimal risk of fracture or subsequent subsidence. The second is that the study spanned over a relatively short and very recent time period and benefited from numerous improvements in surgical and anaesthesia techniques, and implant design. Third, a large number of the patients in this series with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis had polyarticular disease that limited their activity level and the demand that they may place on the prosthesis. The underlying diagnosis of inflammatory arthritis has been shown to confer a beneficial influence on the survivorship of hip prosthesis (53). Finally, the use of alternative bearing surface such as alumina ceramic on ceramic, although used only in 2 patients, may have positively impacted the outcome in the long term by minimising the wear of the bearing surface and subsequent failure. The premise that the alternative bearing surfaces do reduce wear has now prompted us to routinely utilise alumina ceramic on ceramic bearing surface in younger patients, although other alternatives such as alumina ceramic on cross-linked polyethylene or metal on metal bearing surface also remain. The wear characteristics of metal on metal bearing surface has been demonstrated to be excellent. However, because of the concern with metal hypersensitivity and the unknown long term effect of released metal ions, we reserve the metal on metal bearing surface to very few select patients and do not utilise that bearing surface frequently. In addition, most of the alternative bearing surfaces such as ceramic on ceramic or metal on metal became available during the latter years of this study which explains the low utilisation of these bearing surfaces in this cohort.

This study suffers some limitations. This is a retrospective study with all the innate shortcomings of such study design. The cohort consists of a group of patients with a number of diagnoses that may confound the outcome particularly in the long-term. Finally, this study reports the outcome of THA at a relatively short follow-up. Despite the aforementioned shortcomings, the study possesses some strength. It reports the outcome of uncemented THA with a modern generation tapered femoral
stem in a relatively large number of adolescent patients from a single institution.
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